
Effective Feedback

Feedback - information about reactions to a product, a person's performance of  a task, etc., used as a basis 
for improvement.

A group of  individuals skilled in giving and receiving good feedback expands the possibilities of  any learning situation.

Giving Feedback after a group presentation or project is effective if  it is...

1. Specific rather than general: Give details about what strengths you see and suggestions for change you 

have. Words like good, bad, fine, or boring are not useful to someone listening for what worked and what didn’t 
in their presentation. Why was it good? What specifically was not of  interest?

2. Describing rather than judging: You are giving feedback on the project, not the person. Just describe 
your reactions and avoid judgments. This reduces the need of  the receiver to respond defensively and ups the chance 
that he/she will be able to use what you had to say.

3. Directed toward a behavior the receiver can do something about: Effective feedback is 

valuable information which can be used to strengthen future projects. However, making changes must be 
within our control.

4. Taking into account both the giver AND receiver. Just because you have something to say doesn’t 
mean you have to say it - feedback is a two way exchange. Check in with yourself  to identify your motives for giving feedback. 

Ask yourself, “Will this be of  use to the receiver?”

Effective feedback is NOT...

- a description of  what you think the receiver wants to hear

- a personal advertisement

- a social event

- a weapon

- a waste of  time
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LANGUAGE OF FEEDBACK
Questions to presenters

What did you like about your presentation? 

What would you do differently?

Words to use
Thank You. Practice saying thank you to getting feedback until you get used to the idea that you can take or leave any 
or all of  what is said. Just say thank you and zip it.

The urge to explain, clarity, defend, or just talk will be very strong; and not following up with your own commentary will seem 
odd. Do it anyway.

Responding with a simple thank you will get easier and easier with practice; soon you really will be able to just say thank you 
-- and mean it.

I... Take responsibility for what you say. Feedback framed as “I” statements is more effective.

Be specific and detail in what you like

Remain in context. You are giving feedback on the presentation, NOT THE PERSON.

But remember, just because you like it doesn’t make it right, just because you don’t like it doesn’t make it wrong.

How about. When giving feedback, replace “you should” with “how about” as your lead in phrase.

Lose the BUT bridge. “I really like your presentation BUT it was a little too long,” gets processed and translated 
into, “I didn’t like it because it was too long.” The BUT bridge has negated both parts of  the feedback phrase.

If  you can’t see any strengths or “I likes” then your perception is too one-sided,; it is not true feedback. Consider stepping 
back.
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